FOR OVER 30 YEARS, EAGLE INDUSTRIES HAS PROVIDED
RELENTLESS RELIABILITY IN TACTICAL PRODUCTS UTILIZED
IN THE MOST EXTREME COMBAT CIRCUMSTANCES.
IT IS OUR PRIVILEGE TO BE THE INDUSTRY LEADER
SUPPLYING THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS TO OUR
CUSTOMERS HERE AND ABROAD.
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BAV

ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE PLATE CARRIER
TACTICAL ULTRA LOW-VIS PLATE CARRIER
MMAC (MULTI-MISSION ARMOR CARRIER)
ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE PLATE CARRIER

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-PC-ASR-RFF-W/P/D-MS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E
0.8 LBS (1.1 LBS W/REMOVABLE FRONT FLAP)
ACCEPTS MEDIUM SAPI/ESAPI AND 10X12 HARD ARMOR PLATES

FEATURES
Lightweight HANK shoulder straps with cut-outs for comfort and ventilation include extended hook and loop closure with Tweave 520E sleeves for secure fit
Loop on front and back for unit identifier, flag, patches, etc.
Removable 1-1/2" webbing cummerbund with quick attach side release buckles for easy donning and doffing
Compatible with all Eagle Removable Front Flaps for mission specific requirements

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
TACTICAL ULTRA LOW-VIS PLATE CARRIER

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-ULV-TAC-V1-RFF-W/P/D-MS-(SIZE)-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E
1.58 LBS
SAPI/ESAPI HARD PLATES

FEATURES
Lightweight HANK shoulder straps with cut-outs for comfort and ventilation include extended hook and loop closure with Tweave 520E sleeves for secure fit

Minimalist ventilated cummerbund includes internal and external MOLLE webbing for plate pockets or other pouch attachments

Zippers on back panel allow for attachment of different Eagle backpacks and accessories

Compatible with all Eagle Removable Front Flaps for mission specific requirements

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)

Ultra Lightweight Minimal Profile Overt Carrier Designed For Maximum Mobility
MMAC (MULTI-MISSION ARMOR CARRIER)

PRODUCT NUMBER:  
R-MMAC-W/C-(SIZE)-SKIT-MS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON  
2.9 LBS  
SPEAR/BALCS SOFT ARMOR AND SAPI/ESAPI HARD PLATES

FEATURES

- Fully MOLLE/PALS compatible
- Padded shoulders with detachable retention loops
- Push-to-talk (PTT) attachment points at upper left and right chest
- Kangaroo-style cummerbund retention flap fits up to three M4 magazines

COLORS

- Black (5BK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)

Flexible and Scalable Armor/Plate Carrier for Maximum Mobility
BAV ACCESSORY

ERGO PERFORMANCE SYSTEM
MOLLE FRONT FLAP
TRIPLE M4 MOLLE FRONT FLAP
FB STYLE TRIPLE M4 FRONT FLAP
ACTIVE SHOOTER FRONT FLAP
ERGO PERFORMANCE SYSTEM

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-EA-HA-CLL-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON, DRI-LEX SPACER AND SQUADRON LAMINATE
1.58 LBS

FEATURES
Ventilation adjustment strap system designed to aid in temperature regulation while wearing
Four shoulder harness attachment points for near-universal carrier compatibility
Adjustable bottom attachment straps for near-universal carrier compatibility
Padded lumbar with rubberized fabric-reinforced abrasion points for durability, comfort and support

COLORS
Black (BK)
Coyote Brown (SCOY)
MultiCam® (CCA)

Lightweight, Performance-Enhancing, Belt-Free, Load Lift System, Designed to Upgrade Virtually Any Plate Carrier on the Market
MOLLE FRONT FLAP

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-AERO-RFF-MS-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES

MOLLE compatible

Tuck straps and hook on back attach to front of carrier

Includes 4 rows of MOLLE compatible webbing for pouch/accessory attachment

COLORS

Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
Gray (5GR)
TRIPLE M4 MOLLE FRONT FLAP

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-AERO-RFF-W/P/D-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES
MOLLE compatible
Fits three M4 magazines
Tuck straps and hook on back attach to front of carrier
Includes a kangaroo-style pocket with dividers
Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazines
MOLLE rows on front for additional pouch/accessory attachment

COLORS
Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
Gray (5GR)
FB STYLE TRIPLE M4 FRONT FLAP

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-AERO-RFF-MP3-M4-FB-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES
Fits three M4 magazines
Tuck straps and hook on back attach to front of carrier
Includes three separate pouches with inserts
Thermo-plastic inserts hold pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction of magazine
Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazines

COLORS
Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
Ranger Green (SSRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
Gray (SGR)
ACTIVE SHOOTER FRONT FLAP

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-AERO-RFF-MP2-M4/2-MED-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES

- Fits multiple configurations of M4 magazines, pistol magazines, radios, medical supplies and general purpose items
- Tuck straps and hook on back attach to front of carrier
- Includes two open top pouches with bungee retention that each fit either two M4 magazines or one radio
- Also includes two single pistol magazine pouches on the front with magnet retention for secure fit and easy access
- Center medical pouch with internal pockets and elastic includes a quick pull tab for easy access

COLORS

- Black (5BK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
- Gray (5GR)
CHEST RIG
MULTI-MISSION CHEST RIG
**MULTI-MISSION CHEST RIG**

PRODUCT NUMBER:  
R-MMCR-AP-RFF-W/P/D-MS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E  
4.6 LBS

**FEATURES**
- Laser cut MOLLE attachment points on sides for additional load carriages
- Removable shoulder and waist straps to attach to various carriers. Attaches to any carrier with side release buckle adapters
- Tweave 520E 4-way stretch, internal side pockets to fit multiple sizes of radios and magazines
- Compatible with all Eagle Removable Front Flaps for mission specific requirements

**COLORS**
- Low-Vis, Lightweight, Minimalistic
- Attachment Platform for Mission-Specific Removable Front Flaps (RFF)
- Black (BK)
- Coyote Brown (SCOY)
- MultiCam® (CCA)
OPERATOR GUN BELT WITH MOLLE ATTACHMENT

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-OGB-CBD-MS-(SIZE)-(COLOR)
INNER BELT AVAILABLE: R-OGB-IB-(SIZE)

SMALL FITS WAIST 29”-34”
MEDIUM FITS WAIST 34”-39”
LARGE FITS WAIST 39”-44”
X-LARGE FITS WAIST 44”-49”

OPERATOR GUN BELT–INNER BELT

AVAILABLE IN BLACK

COLORS

Black (BK)
Coyote Brown (SCOY)
Ranger Green (SRG)
MultiCam® (CCA)
MultiCam® Black (BCCA)

FEATURES

Cobra Buckle closure with built-in D-Ring attachment point
Internal Belt allows operator to mount holsters, etc. without causing belt to sag or twist
PACKS & BAGS

INVADER 50L
JUTE (JUNGLE TERRAIN PACK)
YOTE HYDRATION PACK
TURTLE ASSAULT PACK
KIT BAG WITH POCKET
DRAG BAG
ACTIVE SHOOTER SLING BAG
INVADER 50L

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-BP-AP-50L-V2-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E
4.5 LBS
3,050 CU. IN.

FEATURES
- On-the-go adjustable internal suspension system allows for maximum comfort and fit
- Expandable front beavertail pocket with expandable sides for additional load carriage
- Expandable side pockets with channels and compression for additional storage space
- Internal front and side mesh pockets and internal padded pocket for hydration and/or other accessories

COLORS
- Black (5BK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
- Gray (5GR)

50 Liter Multi-Purpose Tactical Assault Pack
JUTE (JUNGLE TERRAIN) PACK

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-BP-JR-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E
4.5 LBS
2,350 CU. IN.

FEATURES
Large water-resistant horseshoe zipper allowing full access to pack
Expandable side channels with compression for additional external carriage
Removable top lid “Go Bag”
Hip belt includes MOLLE attachments for additional load carriage

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
Gray (5GR)
YOTE HYDRATION PACK

PRODUCT NUMBER: R-BP-YOTE-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
2.45 LBS
1,400 CU. IN.

FEATURES

Two external side pockets
Capable of attaching to plate/armor carriers via MOLLE on back panel
Three hydration tube and/or communication ports
Expandable beavertail compartment fits helmets and other accessories

COLORS

Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
Ranger Green (SSRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
Gray (SGR)
MultiCam® Black (SBCCA)

Day Pack with Expandable Beavertail for Additional Load Carriage
TURTLE ASSAULT PACK

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-AERO-RBP-AP-H-BC-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON AND TWEAVE 520E
1.2 LBS

FEATURES
Expanding main compartment accommodates hydration bladder, ballistic helmet or other similar sized items
Two external expanding pockets accommodate hydration bottles or other similar sized items
Can be worn alone or connected to a carrier. Connects directly to Eagle AERO and ULV Tactical vests via zipper panel connection

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
Gray (5GR)

Low Profile, Adaptable Assault Pack
KIT BAG WITH POCKET

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-KB-W/P-18x18-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES
- Mesh top for venting of damp/wet items
- ID window and loop on exterior for name and/or patches
- Durable carry handles
- Interior includes one mesh pocket and one large pleated pocket for storage of smaller items

COLORS
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
- Gray (5GR)

Multi-Purpose Bag with Ventilation
Made to Hold Vests and All Other Necessary Equipment
DRAG BAG

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-DRGBG-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 1000 DENIER NYLON

Features:
- Bottom of bag is reinforced with multiple rows of sewn Mil-Spec nylon webbing
- Multiple tie-down loops and channels
- Multiple handles for dragging or carrying
- Multiple pockets for ammo, accessories or other load carriage

Colors:
- Black (BK)
- Coyote Brown (SCOY)
- Ranger Green (SRG)
- MultiCam® (CCA)

Designed to Meet the Needs of the Tactical Marksman, the Sniper Drag Bag is a Completely Self-Contained System for Carrying Your Rifle and Other Gear
ACTIVE SHOOTER SLING BAG

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-SB-AS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES

- Sling bag design for quick donning with bag at hip for easy access to items
- Bungee retention on magazine pouches for quick access and secure fit
- Medical pouch with internal elastic retention for all necessary equipment
- Removable waist belt for secondary attachment and bag security
- Accommodates up to four M4 magazines or two M4 magazines and a radio, two pistol magazines or one pistol magazine and a flashlight, medical supplies and miscellaneous equipment in general purpose pouch

COLORS

- Black (5BK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)

When Fully Loaded, the Active Shooter Sling Bag Is The Go-To Piece of Kit for First Responders and On-Scene Tactical Units
POUCHES

FB STYLE SINGLE M9 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE DOUBLE M9 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE SINGLE GLOCK 17/22 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE DOUBLE GLOCK 17/22 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE DOUBLE S45/220 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE SINGLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH
FB STYLE DOUBLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH
DOUBLE M4 STAIR-STEPPED MAGAZINE POUCH
SINGLE M4 WEDGE INSERT POUCH
CENTER PULL HANGING AID KIT (CPHAK)
AMBIDEXTROUS BELT IFAK
DUAL ZIP IFAK
MEDICAL POUCH
UTILITY POUCH
FB STYLE SINGLE M9 MAGAZINE POUCH

PRODUCT NUMBER: R-MP1-M9/FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: ONE M9 MAGAZINE

FEATURES
Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
Gray (5GR)

FB STYLE DOUBLE M9 MAGAZINE POUCH

PRODUCT NUMBER: R-MP2-M9/FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: TWO M9 MAGAZINES

FEATURES
Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

COLORS
Black (5BK)
Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
Ranger Green (5SRG)
MultiCam® (5CCA)
Gray (5GR)
**FB STYLE SINGLE GLOCK 17/22 MAGAZINE POUCH**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-MP1-G17/22-FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: ONE G17 OR G22 MAGAZINE

**FEATURES**
- Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
- Gray (SGR)

**FB STYLE DOUBLE GLOCK 17/22 MAGAZINE POUCH**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-MP2-G17/22-FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: TWO G17 OR G22 MAGAZINES

**FEATURES**
- Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
- Gray (SGR)
**FB STYLE DOUBLE S45/220 MAGAZINE POUCH**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-MP2-S45/220-FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: TWO 1911 9MM OR .45 MAGAZINES

---

**FB STYLE SINGLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-MP1-M4/FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: ONE M4 MAGAZINE

---

**FEATURES**

- Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**

- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
- Gray (5GR)

---

**FEATURES**

- Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**

- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
- Gray (5GR)
FB STYLE DOUBLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH

PRODUCT NUMBER: R-MP2-M4/FB1-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: TWO M4 MAGAZINES

FEATURES
- Thermo-plastic insert holds pouch shape for easy insertion and extraction
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

DOUBLE M4 STAIR-STEPPED MAGAZINE POUCH

PRODUCT NUMBER: R-MP2-M4-BR-SS-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
COMPATIBILITY: TWO M4 MAGAZINES

FEATURES
- Stair-step design offers enhanced mag draw capability
- Top opening with bungee retention for secure fit and easy access to magazine
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

COLORS
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
- Gray (SGR)
SINGLE M4 WEDGE INSERT POUCH

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-MP1-M4-MW-MF-TS-color

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES

MOLLE compatible

Polymer wedge insert provides added magazine retention

Can be used with or without bungee and pull tab retention for additional security

MOLLE on front for stacking additional pouches

COLORS

Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
Ranger Green (SSRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
CENTER PULL HANGING AID KIT (CPHAK)

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-MEDP-HNGR-DZ-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 1000 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES

Hook and Loop panel positions pouch below plate bag

Dual zipper design and large center loop for one hand, ambidextrous opening.

Front Tweave 520E stretch pocket for small items

Loop field for medical insignias or blood type patch

Rear Tweave 520E stretch pocket sized for 6x6” armor panel to double as a lower abdomen/groin protector

Dual side Tweave 520E stretch pockets for easy-access glove/tourniquet storage

User-configurable internal panels made from laser cut Squadron

COLORS

Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
Ranger Green (SSRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
AMBI-DEXTROUS BELT IFAK (INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT)

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-MEDP-DZ-DP-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES
- MOLLE/PALS compatible IFAK platform
- Pass-through slots for mounting to a belt
- Dual ended 520E Tweave stretch sleeve
- Dual-ended IFAK internal caddy that can be pulled either direction
- Webbing/shock cord retention system on inside of front flap
- Segmented elastic webbing for content storage

COLORS
- Black (5BK)
- Coyote Brown (5SCOY)
- Ranger Green (5SRG)
- MultiCam® (5CCA)
DUAL ZIP IFAK (INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT)

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-MEDP-DZ-TS-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 1000 DENIER NYLON

FEATURES
MOLLE/PALS compatible
Dual zipper design and center pull tab for easy one hand opening
Internal pockets and segmented elastic webbing for content storage
Front storage pocket with hook and loop closure for small items
Webbing/shock cord retention system on inside of front flap
Loop field for medical insignias/blood type patch

COLORS
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
**MEDICAL POUCH - QUICK PULL**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-MEDP-QP-TS-(COLOR)

**MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON**

**COMPATIBILITY:** MEDICAL SUPPLIES

---

**FEATURES**
- Utility pouch designed to carry medical supplies
- Elastic loops to hold gauze and other medical items
- Heavy-duty zipper
- Pull cord at top for quick, one-handed opening
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
- Gray (SGR)

---

**UTILITY POUCH - 9" X 3" X 5"**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-UT-935-MF-TS-(COLOR)

**MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON**

---

**FEATURES**
- General purpose pouch
- Buttonholes for comms/hydration porting
- MOLLE front for accessory attachment
- MOLLE compatible with tuck straps

**COLORS**
- Black (SBK)
- Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
- Ranger Green (SSRG)
- MultiCam® (SCCA)
- Gray (SGR)
MISC.

HAND WARMER SLEEVE
SHOOTER’S RIFLE STOCK PAD
CANINE ADJUSTABLE HARNESS
**HAND WARMER SLEEVE**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-HWS-(COLOR)

TWEAVE 520E WITH FLEECE LINING
7.4 OZ

**FEATURES**
- Constructed of Tweave 520E with fleece interior for wind resistance and warmth
- Designed to be worn secured around the waist with strap
- Elastic cuffs for fit and comfort
- Side release buckle for easy don and doff capability
- Zipper at bottom to allow for expansion

**SHOOTER’S RIFLE STOCK PAD**

**PRODUCT NUMBER:** R-350000-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER NYLON
7.62/.308 BUTTSTOCK

**FEATURES**
- Constructed of Mil-Spec 1000 denier nylon
- Padded cheek for added comfort
- Heavy-duty zippered compartment
- Three adjustable tension straps with hook and loop fasteners
- 1-1/2" wide elastic loops to hold five rounds of ammo
- Designed to fit both 7.62/.308 buttstock

**COLORS**
- Black (BK)
- Coyote Brown (SCOY)
- MultiCam® (CCA)
- Gray (GR)
CANINE ADJUSTABLE HARNESS

PRODUCT NUMBER:
R-CAH-L-V2-(COLOR)

MIL-SPEC 500 DENIER AND 1000 DENIER NYLON
NECK 21" - 26"
CHEST 29" - 41"
WAIST 27" - 35"

*Fully Adjustable K9 Harness, Designed to Fit a Wide Range of Medium to Large-Sized Working Dogs, Without Sacrificing Tactical Capabilities*
FEATURES

Cobra® buckles at collar for secure fit

Cobra® buckles on right side for ease of donning and doffing

Loop and side release buckles for accessory attachment as well as D-rings on top, bottom and martingale for shoulder strap and accessory attachment

COLORS

Black (SBK)
Coyote Brown (SSCOY)
Ranger Green (SSRG)
MultiCam® (SCCA)
CONTACT

2645 INTERNATIONAL PARKWAY
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452

TEL: 888.343.7547
FAX: 757.410.0438

EAGLEINDUSTRIES.COM